
Independent Foster 
Agreement 

bellaspromisepr@gmail.com 
561.856.1143 

 

Please read the following and initial as agreement. 

______  I agree to provide foster care for a rescued pet either that I or ____________________________ 
(name of organization) is requesting transport through Bella’s Promise Pet Rescue.  

______  I understand that I or my organization will retain ownership of the foster, and provide 
all necessary food, spay/neuter, emergency medical, routine medical, and related 
expenses to my foster pets until the time of transport. 

______  I understand that Bella’s Promise Pet Rescue will provide medical services directly 
related to transport for rescue pets owned by my organization, and these services are 
limited to feline leukemia/FIV test and examination for health certificate, and that 
additional services or medical maybe available at my expense. 

______  I understand that Bella’s Promise Pet Rescue cannot accept the surrender or provide 
transport to un-socialized felines, and those that fail the feline leukemia/FIV test.   

______  I understand that Bella’s Promise Pet Rescue is not responsible for any other medical 
care for my independent rescues or those under my organization.  I agree to notify 
my organization immediately if I suspect any illness in a foster pet. I understand that 
all veterinary visits must be to veterinarians that are endorsed by my organization, 
and veterinary expenses must be approved in advance.  I understand that such 
expenses not approved in advance by my organization are my responsibility.   

______  I understand that at the time transport medical services are provided, I will be 
required to sign a Transport Agreement for each rescue pet. 

______  I understand that once a Transport Agreement is signed, Bella’s Promise Pet Rescue 
reserves the right to claim the pet and terminate foster care if the Rescue determines 
that it is in the best interest of the foster pet. 

______  I understand that any feline subject to a Transport Agreement cannot be rehomed or 
adopted without the submittal and approval of an adoption application and fee to 
Bella’s Promise Pet Rescue.  

______  I have completed a Bella’s Promise Foster Application, and understand that I must 
follow all care instructions given regarding the foster pets in my care, to keep the 
foster pet secure, and to return the foster pet when requested.  

 
I have read and understand all the statements above.  I declare that the information given is 
true and correct, and agree that if any false information has been provided, it may nullify my 
foster care contract with Bella’s Promise Pet Rescue and I will arrange for the return of all 
foster pets in my care to the Rescue. 
 
Foster Signature:  ____________________________________________  Date: _____________ 

Foster Coordinator Signature:  _________________________________  Date: _____________  

Bella’s Promise reserves the right to refuse any application and will only contact approved applicants.  
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